As an ambitious, well-connected and privileged militia officer, Agar Adamson pleaded for a commission that would take him to South Africa in the service of Queen and Empire. Once there however, he quickly discovered the difficulties of leading soldiers in battle and of leading them well. Only by making the occasional mistake and gaining real experience did he develop into an efficient and competent soldier. By revealing his innermost thoughts, feelings and emotions, Learning the Hard Way traces Adamson’s growth as an individual, and more important, as a leader.
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Foreword

I consider myself honoured in having been approached to write the Foreword to Learning the Hard Way: The Leadership Experiences of Lieutenant Agar Adamson during the South African War, 1899-1902. I commend this brief and interesting volume to all of Canada's soldiers, sailors and air personnel, in addition to those in the general public who are simply interested in military leadership and military history.

This book serves two distinct, yet important, purposes. First, it speaks to the leadership of Agar Adamson during his formative years as an untested lieutenant. This thorough review, in which both his abilities and shortcomings are discussed, highlights certain timeless lessons that remain relevant even today. Adamson's experiences in South Africa – his fears, his desire to succeed and his determination to "press-on" in the face of adversity – are not all that different from our own and we would do well to observe how he interacted with his soldiers during periods of crisis and calm. Although he may have demonstrated particular weaknesses at times, such as being too hasty in battle and remaining somewhat distant and aloof from his brother officers, he has important lessons to teach that will make better leaders of us all.

Second, Learning the Hard Way is a milestone publication for it represents a significant contribution to the literature on the South African War, especially from the Canadian perspective. Rarely have the experiences and capabilities of a junior officer received so much attention as they do here. Studies such as this provide a glimpse into the nature of leadership at some of the lower levels of command during a particular place and time.
In many respects, this study presents a minor commentary on the military culture of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century Canada.

I am confident that everyone who reads Learning the Hard Way will uncover something of value. For some, this volume will further their understanding, and thus their appreciation, of our military past. For members of the profession of arms, the following pages will offer varied insight into leadership and human behaviour that may assist in their development as leaders as they progress through their professional military careers. Regardless, I commend this book to all and sincerely hope that it is enjoyed.

Sydney Valpy Radley-Walters
Brigadier-General (ret’d)
C.M.M., D.S.O., M.C., C.D.
Preface

Despite the constant and at times extreme changes that our world is experiencing today, one can take some comfort in the fact that certain things, thankfully, remain immutable. While the nature of operations that Canadian personnel have been called upon to perform has changed drastically from the end of the Cold War to the present, some of the basic tenets of leadership have not. Any examination of leadership in past conflicts, be they modern or ancient, is bound to uncover distinct similarities to our own day.

I therefore recommend this short volume to those who are charged with the responsibility of leading Canada’s men and women into danger, whatever it is and wherever it lies. Although Learning the Hard Way: The Leadership Experiences of Lieutenant Agar Adamson during the South African War, 1899-1902 is about one officer in one conflict, his successes and failures stand as invaluable teaching tools for individuals at any rank level in any of the three environments of today’s Canadian Forces. The means to maintain morale, motivate subordinates, ensure disciplinary standards and reward exemplary performance deserve our constant attention regardless of where we are in our professional military careers. Hopefully all who read the pages of this book will come away with something to think about, to act on or merely to discuss with others. This book does not have all the answers to every challenge, but it is an additional resource that I trust you will enjoy and find useful.

And finally, I commend this volume to all who are interested in Canada’s military past and in leadership in general. Investigating those personalities who have so far escaped the collective efforts of historians truly provides further insight into the conflicts
that ultimately shaped the nation. All in all, Learning the Hard Way offers a valuable analysis of one such individual who, after all was said and done, influenced the course of history in his own distinct and particular way.

Colonel, Dr. Bernd Horn
Director
Canadian Forces Leadership Institute
1: Agar Adamson as a young sportsman in Ottawa, *circa* 1885 (back row right).

2: Agar dressed as Napoleon Bonaparte for a costumed ball in Toronto, 1898.
3: Donald Smith, Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal, the regiment’s benefactor and Adamson’s obliging patron.

4: Lieutenant-Colonel Sam Steele, Commanding Officer, Strathcona’s Horse. Agar thought very little of the man.
5: Troopers of Strathcona’s Horse making their way to South Africa. Some of these men would eventually serve under Adamson.

6: Rifle practice aboard ship. Such training while en route to the seat of war was beneficial for learning the rudiments of soldiering, but little could here be learned about fighting on horseback amongst rolling hills.
7: The officers of Strathcona's Horse. Adamson would make their acquaintance after arriving in South Africa and would ultimately label them a “very mixed lot.”

8: Strathcona's Horse encamped at Cape Town.
9: Sergeant Arthur Herbert Lindsay Richardson with his Victoria Cross.

10: On active service.
11: The outside of a hospital. While Boer bullet and shell took their toll, disease was a much greater threat.

12: A typical hospital ward. Like many who served in South Africa, Adamson was hospitalized (in November 1900) after contracting enteric fever.
13: Soldiers of 4 CMR and 6 CMR departing Halifax aboard the Winnifredian, May 1902. Adamson’s second trip to South Africa would ultimately prove abortive as peace was declared later in the month.

14: Mounted Rifles in camp at Durban. Agar spent some time here before finally returning to Canada, never having the chance to fight the Boers again.
15: Lieutenant-Colonel Agar Adamson, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry. The experience that he gained during his time with Strathcona’s Horse would serve him well during the First World War. His monocle eventually became the stuff of legend in the Canadian Corps.

16: Agar in his element. A mess dinner at Christmas (seated second from bottom on left).
Introduction

Learning occurs in any number of ways. From childhood to maturity, people continue to acquire knowledge by reading, by listening to others speak on a particular point, by passively observing the world around them, by actively inquiring into a definite matter and by drawing lessons from their own varied experiences. And certainly, not everyone learns in the same manner as others, nor does everyone prefer to learn in a group setting, however large or small. The methods to accrue wisdom are just as varied as knowledge itself.

Individuals, as well as larger organizations, frequently synthesize experience into practical lessons that can guide future conduct in the hope of both avoiding mistakes and replicating success. Through the In Harm’s Way series, the Canadian Forces Leadership Institute (CFLI) has committed itself to acquiring and publishing the past experiences of soldiers, sailors and air personnel, usually drawn from recent operations, in order that others might learn from their triumphs and, on occasion sadly, their failures. While the present volume is not part of this broader series per se, its intent and purpose are remarkably similar.

Short leadership profiles such as this:

... represent a wealth of information that can help others to prepare for operations and leadership in general. They provide challenges and possible solutions that can be used by those who find themselves in similar circumstances. In essence, they can act as virtual experience for those who have not had the opportunity to deploy on operations either in Canada or overseas.
In the words of noted military historian Sir John Keegan, “History, too, can be pressed into the service of familiarizing the young officer [or young recruit] with the unknown.”

And now the natural question arises: what knowledge can a lieutenant from a society that differs in so many important respects from our own and who fought in a conflict some 100 years ago possibly impart about leadership in the new, complex and ever changing security environment? This volume is very much an attempt to learn from past experience, for many of the leadership challenges faced in earlier years are just the same as they are today. Truly, “There are many situations, problems and dilemmas that are timeless and transcend missions or geographic areas.” Leaders of all generations have, for instance, always wondered how best to motivate their subordinates, how best to maintain discipline, how best to deal with their own personal fear and apprehensions, and most importantly, how best to lead in a manner that accomplishes the mission while expending life and limb appropriately. Usually they find the right answer, but in some cases they do not. Either way, their experiences can inform, guide and direct those who follow. While the context in which such lessons are offered in this volume is certainly dated – some might argue however that the British campaign in South Africa against an enemy that blended easily with the local population, used unconventional tactics and possessed minimal resources is akin to those situations now being faced in Afghanistan and Iraq – the lessons themselves are still relevant and will surely be of value to current members of the profession of arms, whether in garrison or whilst deployed. To be sure, describing those situations that our military predecessors faced provides experiential and vicarious knowledge that may prove exceedingly useful. This is not to say that Agar Adamson was right in everything that he did, for undoubtedly he was not. Rather, some possible avenues of
action are suggested in passing that might be followed should similar situations arise in the future.

Hopefully the following pages will also offer a good story! This short volume serves to further address the dearth of literature that explores the individual accomplishments of Canadian soldiers during the South African War. Senior officers have received the majority of scholarly attention over the years, much to the detriment of those who soldiered in less-lofty, but nonetheless important positions, such as the captains and lieutenants, the sergeants and corporals, upon whom much of the burden of leading at the “pointiest end of the sharp end” invariably fell. Aside from a now-waning desire to study only the “Great Men,” these historiographic lapses have partially resulted from the fact that those in senior positions tend to be better documented than their subordinates by virtue of their position, responsibilities and accomplishments. The availability of such records has thus limited what truly can be known about the life and experiences of certain lower-placed individuals.

History is indeed fortunate to be able to claim Agar Adamson, for his life during the South African War, whether in Canada, in England or elsewhere, is extremely well documented. The completeness of the historical record is truly outstanding, for as a lieutenant in Strathcona’s Horse (SH), many of his successes and his failures, his fears and his joys, are extremely well preserved. We could only be so lucky if all of the nation’s military leaders, both junior and senior alike, were as well represented. His personal and intimate correspondence with his wife, in which he endeavoured to keep her informed of his campaign progress and, at times, confessed his feelings about his soldiers and questioned his own abilities, represents a significant repository of source material and has been cited extensively herein. As a romantic
trapped in the late-Victorian and early-Edwardian eras, his letters are full of love for a woman who became his closest confidant and friend. His candid and frank admissions to her are surely not complete, nor are they entirely accurate on some scores – there were probably certain details in his writing that he purposely omitted or embellished – but these documents offer profound insight into his development as a leader over the course of the war. His transformation from a part-time militia enthusiast who lacked any meaningful experience with command into a competent, self-assured and effective officer can easily be observed in his private correspondence. Were it not for his prolific letters, any analysis of his career would be based largely on official records and on the writing of those soldiers who served under him, and while both sources are valuable, neither can provide the depth necessary to truly understand Agar as a private individual and as a soldier. Some readers may take issue with the heavy reliance on his correspondence with his wife, for it is possible that Agar may have attempted at times to portray himself as the hero and to exaggerate at the expense of truth. Although this criticism is valid enough, allowing the man to speak for himself permits his character to be more fully understood and appreciated than would otherwise have been possible through historical interpretation alone; where possible, his comments are balanced against those of others in an attempt to arrive at a more accurate depiction of events.

The numerous diaries, letters and memoirs created by many of the men who served under Adamson at various times throughout his South African career likewise record his character, personality and style of leadership. Given the relatively small number of soldiers for whom he was frequently responsible, 50 or so at most, the existence of so many documents of this sort is indeed astounding and highly fortunate. Is it simply coincidence that
the soldiers of SH saw fit to record their impressions of Agar in the course of their daily musings, or did he so impress them with his charisma and affability, or conversely, his lack of ability, that they felt somehow obligated to comment? Taken together, such “personal writings,” whether from Agar himself or his men, vividly illustrate the growth of a relatively young idealistic officer into a competent leader who met with considerable success on the battlefield. All in all, he is probably one of the best-documented junior officers of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, although, as will become apparent, his background, personal connections and lifestyle make him somewhat atypical and not entirely representative of others from his generation. Faced with an abundance of material, therefore, Agar Adamson seemed a worthy candidate to analyze in order to further understand the nuances of leadership at some of the lowest levels of command.

The completeness of the historical record was certainly not the only reason that prompted an investigation of Adamson’s life at the turn-of-the-century. This brief study also offers insight into how exactly Canada’s second Victoria Cross (VC) of the South African War was won.7 By their very nature, citations for such awards describe the action(s) being acknowledged, but rarely explain how the situation came to be that compelled the individual in question to act; background details are often, and understandably, omitted. Why was soldier X forced to discharge his duty in such a gallant manner? Was it superior enemy dispositions? Incompetence on the part of his leaders? Unforeseen circumstances? Analyzing the engagement at Wolve Spruit in which Sergeant A.H.L. Richardson of SH earned his VC will hopefully shed additional light on his personal valour in the face of overwhelming odds and, of more significance to the present volume, on Adamson’s leadership during this brief engagement.
And finally, his accomplishments during the First World War are, to be sure, more widely known than his endeavours during the South African War some 15 years earlier. In the autumn of 1914, he returned to active military service as a captain with the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). Over the next three years, he would earn the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) as a major, would eventually be promoted to lieutenant-colonel, would assume temporary command of the 7th Brigade of the Canadian Corps in which the PPCLI fought, and would lead his troops, whether at the company- or battalion-level, through many costly and bloody battles. His story is truly remarkable, being an “original” that served continuously in one capacity or another from start to finish. Even a passing glance at his extensive correspondence during this period, again with his beloved Mabel, reveals that he employed many of the same leadership techniques that he either relied upon or refined whilst serving on the veldt in South Africa. Unfortunately, his later military career is beyond the scope of this brief discussion – such a study would surely prove extremely interesting – although it seems reasonable to suggest that his earlier experiences played a significant role in defining the leader that would come to such prominence during the war in France and Belgium. If such is true, his later successes cannot be completely understood and appreciated without some reference to his formative years. Agar was not static in his outlook, but rather changed as his career, experience and knowledge broadened. Certain lessons he undoubtedly learned in the muddy trenches, but the foundation that influenced his leadership style and abilities was apparently formed at a much earlier stage and these initial lessons held a certain amount of sway over how he carried himself throughout his entire military career. Of course, these assumptions remain exactly that without a complete examination of his personal story during the First World War, but this volume
represents a starting point for those so interested in understanding Adamson as a soldier.

This volume, first and foremost, attempts to identify both the positives and negatives of Agar’s leadership and to illustrate how the former eventually came to outnumber the latter. While he was successful in many of his undertakings, he failed in others and these setbacks were sometimes costly in terms of casualties. Because his military career provides the compass by which this volume is directed, Adamson occasionally appears unidimensional and monochromatic in the pages that follow; truly, though, he was a man possessed of personality, wit, honour and charm, with the traditional biases and obligations of his day. Other historians have offered their interpretations of his personal life and have gained considerable access to his inner character simply by the subjects that they have studied. In much the same manner, this book seeks to gain access to his military character by virtue of the experiences that are examined. Taken together, however, this body of literature offers an interesting perspective on the whole Adamson.11

C.L.M.
Kingston

Endnotes

1 During the First World War for instance, the Canadian Corps, the overseas component of the Canadian Expeditionary Force that fought in France and Belgium, engaged in an after-action review process whereby the factors that contributed to successes and failures during the last battle were identified and forwarded to higher command for consideration. If such opinions held merit, elements of certain tactical and operational doctrines
might then have been changed or maintained as is in order to replicate the positives and to avoid failure. See Bill Rawling, Surviving Trench Warfare: Technology and the Canadian Corps, 1914-1918 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) and Shane Schreiber, Shock Army of the British Empire: The Canadian Corps in the Last 100 Days of the Great War (Westport: Praeger, 1997).
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3 Major-General Paul Hussey, Commander, Canadian Defence Academy (CDA), in Foreword to Colonel Bernd Horn, ed., In Harm’s Way – On the Front Lines of Leadership: Sub-Unit Command on Operations (Kingston: CDA Press, 2006), iii.


5 Colonel Bernd Horn in Introduction to Horn, Sub-Unit Command on Operations, v.


7 Richardson was the second Canadian to win the VC during the South African War, the first being W.H.S. Nickerson of the Royal Army Medical Corps., who was born in New Brunswick in 1875. Richardson was the first member of a Canadian unit to earn this coveted decoration.
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9 Adamson’s current popularity may have much to do with the recent publication of his First World War letters. See Agar Adamson, Norm Christie, ed., The Letters of Agar Adamson, 1914-1919 (Nepean: CEF Books, 1997). The original copies of these letters are preserved in the Agar Stewart Allan Masterton Adamson fonds, Manuscript Group 30 – E149, Library and Archives Canada.
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Learning the Hard Way

This war is, however, a valuable experience to every one.¹

In a letter home immediately before the impending Canadian attack at Vimy in the spring of 1917, Lieutenant-Colonel A.S.A.M. Adamson, the Commanding Officer (CO) of the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI), bitterly complained to his wife:

Every man in England wants a commission. I get about 15 letters a day. ... I am afraid my answers to these wretches will not please them. Fathers write me, M.P.s [Members of Parliament] write me and Mothers and Sisters, and in nearly every case the men are not worth considering and I cannot help telling them that the men out here who have stuck it and are sticking it, are the only ones I can consider. The Corps Commander [Sir Julian Byng] has allowed me to send in the names of 20 N.C.O.s [Non-Commissioned Officers] and men for commissions, which looks as if he expected we would need them fairly soon. It has been quite difficult to pick them out as sahibs won’t go round and there are more important factors to consider than Mess and table manners in this serious Push. The power of leadership, which I think is born rather than acquired, I consider first. After that, quick decision and, even in training, quick action and the ability to realize the situation he finds himself in.²

After serving continuously since 1914 and having witnessed firsthand the slaughter that became so endemic of the Western
Front, Adamson was convinced that promotion in the field should be based on merit and ability and not, as had earlier been the case, on overt patronage and political connection. Being responsible for the overall effectiveness of his regiment and being ever aware of the value of life, he was loath to place the welfare of his soldiers in the hands of untested and inexperienced leaders, especially when knowledgeable men were already serving in the ranks, many of whom possessed command experience as NCOs. Politics and patronage would not be pandered to under his leadership, much to the chagrin of certain socially ambitious citizens.

Yet, ironically, nearly two decades earlier during the opening days of the South African War, Adamson himself was exactly the type of man he would later come to describe as “wretched.” Ambitious, extremely well-connected, eager to serve and possessing little real military experience, he relied heavily on his own political and social affiliations, and even on those of his powerful and wealthy wife, to secure a commission that would take him to the sun and sand of South Africa. Aided in no small measure by an impressive retinue of influential patrons, Adamson’s persistence and determination were eventually rewarded with a lieutenant’s commission in Strathcona’s Horse (SH), a regiment raised for imperial service by Donald Smith, more familiarly known as Lord Strathcona, the Canadian High Commissioner in London.

Born in 1865 on Christmas day in Montreal, Agar Stewart Allan Masterson Adamson came from a distinguished family that possessed a long and notable association with public service. His father, James, oftentimes served as clerk to the Senate of Canada, while his paternal grandfather, William Agar, who styled himself a Doctor of Divinity, was chaplain to both the senate and to Her Majesty’s forces in the Canadas. His mother, Mary Julia, was the
daughter of Stewart Derbishire, printer to the crown. Living a life of privilege, Agar received a private education at Trinity College in Port Hope, Ontario, and later travelled to England to read for the holy orders at Corpus Christi, Cambridge. A gifted athlete and rider, he rowed and played field sports at university and once rode his own horse to victory in the Newmarket stakes. He returned to Ottawa in 1890 after deciding not to enter the ministry and joined the civil service where he served the senate like his father.7

After connecting himself with the government of the land, he embarked upon a military career that would ultimately prove to be an adventurous and defining period in his life. The time that he spent under arms and his experience of war would transform him from an innocent to a veteran and would bring him to the realization that while patronage might have served the peacetime militia well, it certainly did not suffice in a professional army. In 1893, he was commissioned as a second-lieutenant in Number 4 Company of the Governor General’s Foot Guards (GGFG) and, by 1899, had been promoted to captain. A host of ceremonial duties marking such events as state dinners, the opening and closing of various sessions of parliament, the departure of the Governor General from Ottawa and, more specifically, the unveiling of a monument to Sir John A. Macdonald, Canada’s first Prime Minister, provided much of his early military experience, experience that was largely decorative in nature and of little practical value.8

Perhaps owing to his many and varied connections, which his social, political and military positions allowed him to cultivate, he once served on the staff of Major-General E.T.H. Hutton, the General Officer Commanding the Canadian Militia, at the “autumn manoeuvres.”9 Interestingly, Adamson was a friend
of Lord Minto, the Governor General at the close of the nineteenth century, and Minto, in turn, was a “close personal friend” of Hutton.\textsuperscript{10} His acquaintances included other Governors General as well, for he was a friend of Lord Dufferin’s son, Lord Ava.\textsuperscript{11} Adamson’s rank and connections seem to have assured him a place at a Staff Ride that was held in Niagara in May 1899.\textsuperscript{12} His associations, whether expanded by his own affable personality or derived from his father’s and grandfather’s years of service to the Crown, granted him access to the political and military élite of his day, a privileged position that he exploited to the absolute fullest.

Being a product of the late-nineteenth century Canadian militia, however, he possessed little real command experience. Leading soldiers through the rote and predictable movements of a ceremonial parade could certainly not be equated with leading tired, hungry and frightened soldiers against a stubborn enemy. For him, as for many of his contemporaries, the militia was more of a social diversion, a gentleman’s club, which could be used to supplement one’s income, however modestly, and to add an element of prestige and pedigree to one’s social resume. Truly, “In a society acutely conscious of social status, a militia commission became a badge of social respectability.”\textsuperscript{13} Even the annual camps that Adamson attended probably offered little in the way of practical experience that could be put to good use as much of the training was “simple and repetitious” and consisted primarily of drills, some range work and a sham battle.\textsuperscript{14} In many respects, he was typical of his fellow soldiers who likewise harboured military ambitions since he exemplified the “the Protestant, middle-class character of the pre-war militia’s officer ranks,” although his extensive connections certainly distinguished him from others.\textsuperscript{15}

In November 1899, only weeks after the outbreak of war, Agar married Ann Mabel Cawthra, the only daughter of successful
businessman John Cawthra. Held at St. George’s Church in Toronto, their nuptials were described by one local newspaper as “the chief of the fashionable fall weddings.” True to his adventurous nature, he honeymooned with his new bride in Mexico on horseback. Although Adamson married into high society, he was not totally unfamiliar with such circles given his upbringing, past endeavours and present position. In fact, he felt quite at ease in such genteel and refined surroundings and was truly in his element. Like all marriages at times, they endured difficult periods over the next couple of years, especially when Agar placed his military ambitions above all else.

Halifax

Despite being recently married, Agar soon travelled to Halifax where, until April 1900, he served with the 3rd (Special Service) Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment of Infantry (RCRI), a hastily recruited unit that allowed the Leinster Regiment, the regular British garrison at Wellington Barracks, to be released for service elsewhere in the empire. His time in Nova Scotia’s capital, although brief, afforded Agar an opportunity to not only refine, but to develop further, his particular style of leadership. Full-time service, as opposed to the one-night-a-week routine that he had been accustomed to, was indeed a welcome change for it brought him closer to realizing his ambition of serving in South Africa. In one of his first surviving letters home, he described for Mabel some of his less pleasing, but nonetheless interesting, responsibilities:

Our duty being to parade the low parts of the town from 8 to 10 to gather in all drunken men and search all houses of ill fame, which is done by entering them in the Queen’s name back and front, and searching for men,
the officer remaining outside. The low part of the town like all garrison and seaport towns is very low. The duty is not a pleasant one and comes round every 16 days. We found men both drunk and otherwise and march[ed] them to the guard room & this morning they received their punishments.20

Aside from offering a vivid social commentary on turn-of-the-century Halifax, Adamson’s remarks to his wife reveal that he was more than prepared to enforce discipline when required and was resolute in ensuring that his subordinates followed the rules and regulations of the service, an attitude that he continued to hold dear during the months and years that followed.

Agar’s duties in Halifax were largely confined to those typical of a garrison setting. Having spent a good deal of time with the GGFG, he probably did not find his service in the provisional battalion to be that much different from that which he had experienced in Ottawa, although there were certainly some initial challenges. Being authorized and raised in the span of a few short weeks, the battalion experienced a number of early difficulties that tested the resolve and ability of officers and men alike. Amongst others, recruiting shortages, insufficient rations, a spate of illnesses and the ensuing dissatisfaction of a large number of soldiers after certain parts of the city were placed out of bounds (and for good reason!), all combined to place significant demands on the battalion’s leadership.21 Simply dealing with such difficulties, while at the same time maintaining some semblance of order and morale, must have been a daunting task for all concerned. Despite these problems, however, the battalion’s CO, Lieutenant-Colonel Vidal, vainly reassured the Militia Department, “Everything working smoothly and regiment getting nicely into shape.”22 He could not have been further from the truth.
As if the difficulties internal to the battalion were not quite enough, the Canadian Military Gazette criticized the appointment of certain officers to the Halifax garrison. The journal wondered, “Were the best officers available appointed to positions?” and concluded “that in many instances seniority and worth have been made secondary to personal and political influence.” Aside from considering the majority of appointments to be poor, the Gazette took grave exception with the fact that certain officers “are known among the militia as being incapable and useless; and at least one is a newly joined subaltern who, we understand, has never seen a day’s soldiering in his life.” Criticism of the battalion also came from within. Writing under the pseudonym, “A Private in the Rear Ranks,” one disgruntled soldier stressed that “we are not properly used down here in Halifax. Our officers are a little ‘on the pig,’ and don’t care for their men as they ought.” All in all, he considered his officers to be “no good.”

Outside of his regular duties, however, other opportunities for Adamson to further develop his practical leadership skills soon arose. As he related to Mabel, he was:

...given charge of 35 men as a fire brigade for one month. It has to be organized and in a few days the General will send up a staff officer to ring the fire alarm and will make his report accordingly. I am on duty till 1 o’clock tonight. I think I shall ring the alarm after that for practice.

His comments, while brief and passing, reveal that he took to his responsibilities with some interest, vigour and concern. By taking the initiative, challenging his men and offering them realistic training, he sought to increase their efficiency and to develop them into a cohesive team that could perform competently. Rather than waiting to see how they would react
during an actual fire, or during an evaluated exercise upon which their (and his) reputation would hang, he attempted to prepare his soldiers-cum-firefighters with additional practices and to ensure that they at least knew the rudiments of their responsibilities. A proactive training regime, he believed, might save him from later exercises to correct deficiencies in the brigade’s performance. Whether they appreciated being woken at such an early hour to respond to imaginary flames is doubtful.

Unfortunately, Adamson’s personal and intimate correspondence with his wife – she truly became his closest friend and confidant – does not reveal more about his military duties in Halifax. He nevertheless seems to have had some opportunity to exercise a degree of command and to refine his leadership skills that had been seeded during his early years of militia service. When not occupied with his military duties though, Agar spent a considerable amount of time trying to establish a life for Mabel and himself in the city. Much energy and ink were expended on finding suitable accommodation in Halifax and worrying about those things that only the privileged do: servants; cooks; parties; dining at Government House; and membership in the local golf club. In these respects, Agar was simply attempting to continue the lifestyle to which he and Mabel were accustomed. His attempts to situate himself in the local gentry certainly paralleled those of the other officers of the garrison, especially his British predecessors, who “enhanced the genteel tone of the urban élite,” while at the same time, “the enlisted men contributed to the drunkenness and destitution of underclass Halifax.”

Despite the fierce criticism levelled against the officers of the garrison, his superiors and subordinates alike held Adamson in high regard. Upon his departure from the city to assume his duties with Strathcona’s Horse, one Halifax newspaper recorded:
Captain Adamson was one of the most efficient officers in the regiment. He acted as lieutenant of D company, and was extremely popular with officers and men. ... Before the train left Captain Adamson addressed the men, thanking them for their kindly wishes and assuring them of his deep interest in their welfare. ... Three hearty cheers were given for Captain Adamson as the train pulled out from the station.27

If such a report can be believed, Agar was apparently one of the better officers of the regiment. The disparaging comments made against his peers did not necessarily apply to him in their entirety, if at all. In the end, his time in the city provided further opportunities to gain experience in exercising command and in being responsible for the good conduct, welfare and competence of those beneath him, all lessons that would indeed serve him well in the months that followed. Just how he came to be selected for service in South Africa reveals much about Agar’s character, personality and standing in turn-of-the-century Ottawa, not to mention how significant a role patronage played in the militia of the day.

**Strathcona’s Horse**

In January 1900, Lord Strathcona began planning in earnest for “my little Force for South Africa.” His contribution to the empire’s efforts was to consist of:

...400 mounted men, to be recruited chiefly from Manitoba, the North-West Territories, and British Columbia, to be composed indifferently of English or French-speaking Canadians. The Force to consist of unmarried men as far as possible, all of whom are to be
expert marksmen, at home in the saddle, and thoroughly efficient to act as rough-riders or scouts.28

In addition, Strathcona desired that “the Force to be raised should be thoroughly efficient in every way, that the men and the officers should be the most suitable that can be obtained for the services for which they are likely to be required.”29 His soldiers were duly recruited and eventually concentrated in Ottawa for a brief period to draw stores and to begin their training, all of which was conducted under the supervision of their new CO, Lieutenant-Colonel Sam Steele, formerly of the North-West Mounted Police (NWMP).30 Imbibing a motley collection of volunteers with a proper military bearing proved difficult since “Many of the men were enthusiastic for service, but not tempered as soldiers.”31 Queen Victoria’s newest recruits did not have long to wait for their adventure to begin, for they soon left for South Africa after a relatively short stay in the city.

A mere one month later, Strathcona received word from the British War Office (WO) that he should, if feasible, raise a small draft of soldiers that could eventually replace casualties in the regiment proper.32 The WO feared that reductions in strength, whether caused by Boer bullets or disease, would impair the unit’s fighting effectiveness and so it was intended that this reserve of men would be used to keep the force at full strength.33 Wasting little time, Strathcona sought to enlist the same type of men and in generally the same area from which the main body had been drawn. Writing to the Minister of Militia and Defence, Dr. Frederick William Borden,34 he stressed that the “draft should be recruited Northwest as before.”35 Inspector Strickland of the NWMP was chosen to command the draft and to convey it to South Africa. Although apparently an ideal choice — a western rough-rider with much experience in handling both men and
horses – Strathcona had a few concerns about his suitability as he was told that he was a “large heavy man and perhaps hardly suited for light cavalry work.”36 His fears were adequately reassured when he received word that the inspector “is the most suitable man available. He is a big man but athletic. Several of [the] first lot of officers were well over two hundred pounds.”37 Putting such concerns aside, Strathcona seemed pleased with this choice.

Contrary to expectations, though, Strickland declined the opportunity to command the draft. In fact, he “prefers not going” and expressed a clear “unwillingness to go.”38 In spite of his refusal to accompany the reinforcements overseas and to subsequently assume a position within the regiment proper, he spent the latter weeks of March and the early weeks of April recruiting the men who would fill the ranks of the draft. After coming down from the Yukon, he started selecting men in British Columbia, primarily in Vancouver and Revelstoke, and continued to add to his number in Calgary and Winnipeg as he made his way eastward toward Ottawa where the draft would be assembled and readied.39 Since many in these towns and hinterlands probably knew him through his service with the NWMP, he surely relied on his stature and familiarity to attract recruits, especially since “Only men from the West will be taken, though numerous applications are pouring into the department from the eastern provinces.”40 Enthusiasm for the draft was evidently quite high in many of the centres that he visited for Strickland believed, perhaps somewhat optimistically, that “Five hundred men could be as easily secured as fifty.” Having so many volunteers from which to choose, he brought to Ottawa only “the pick of those who offered, and they are a trim and ready-looking lot of soldiers.”41

Faced with Strickland’s refusal, Strathcona was compelled to find a hasty replacement to command the draft. As before, aspirants
from all points across Canada submitted an application for employment. One individual, however, stood out from all others. Perhaps it was the well-placed patrons who offered their support for Adamson that caught Strathcona’s eye. Agar’s wife, Mabel, sent the first volley by telegram:

YOU MAY REMEMBER ME AS MISS CAWTHERA
YOUR GUEST GLENCOE AM NOW MARRIED TO
CAPTAIN AGAR ADAMSON ACTIVE MILITIA MY
HUSBAND MOST ANXIOUS TO TAKE CHARGE
DRAFT STRATHCONA HORSE REFERENCE LORD
MINTO HAS NECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS.

Although Strathcona did not know him personally, any worries that he might have had were immediately put to rest when he received two additional telegrams that confirmed Adamson’s suitability. Borden thought Agar was a “good officer horseman and shot.” In much the same manner, Lord Minto opined: “I venture to recommend to you Capt Adamson, a friend of mine. Very anxious to join your Corps. Excellent officer & good rider.” Few other applicants could have boasted of such support and influence. After this flurry of telegraphic communication, Strathcona took little time to decide and immediately wired Borden that Adamson’s nomination was indeed approved but that “he must go as a Lieutenant.” Although currently a captain, the WO was “asking only for officer [of] that rank.” Being anxious to serve, Adamson surely accepted this offer without much hesitation after considering both the “grave responsibility” of leading untested soldiers against the enemy and the genuine opportunity to remove himself from “the dreary inanities of the Senate.” Whether or not he was somewhat dismayed at the accompanying reduction in rank, and thus in prestige and influence, is unknown. For him, the chance to expand his
military horizons probably outweighed such meagre considerations; what he lacked in official rank could easily be made good through a reliance on his charm and wit when interacting with his superiors, whether British or Canadian. As events would prove, his time with the Strathconas would test both his abilities as a leader and his qualities as an officer, searching examinations that he was not entirely prepared for.

Ottawa, London and beyond

While Agar was busily endeavouring to secure a commission, the men of the SH draft arrived in Ottawa on the afternoon of 25 April 1900. Occasioning a good deal of excitement in the city, one local newspaper soon suggested that the draft’s presence was nothing short of invigorating: “The men with the stetson hat and the wooly western ways are again in the city, and the military fervor that was beginning to die out has been given a fresh start.”\(^{51}\) Once assembled on the platform, the men were immediately taken from the train station to their quarters at Lansdowne Park where they were to be “clothed and equipped and held in readiness”\(^{52}\) until their departure overseas.

After only a few days in Ottawa, however, a devastating fire scorched large sections of the city and the would-be soldiers were pressed into service as temporary firemen.\(^{53}\) Although in no way trained for such work, “The men of the detachment did valient [sic] work at the fire on Thursday night. They were ... handed over to Chief Powell under whose direction they worked. Captain Adamson considers that they worked hard.”\(^{54}\) The experience that Agar had accrued in Halifax whilst in charge of the garrison’s fire brigade was indeed put to good use on this unfortunate occasion. Incidentally, his praise for his soldiers, with whom he “soon became very popular” in the eyes of one of
the draft’s members, was not just confined to their firefighting abilities alone. In fact, he “considered the men of the detachment especially good, and all were riders of experience. He has three of the best bronco hustlers in the west with him, and all the men are physically of the finest.”

Once the last smouldering embers had been extinguished and the citizens of Ottawa began to recover from the devastation wrought by the fire, assisted in part by the numerous donations that poured into the city from many points across Canada and abroad, the draft left Lansdowne Park for Montreal. Much to their satisfaction and amusement, a large crowd of townsfolk and prominent militia officers met Adamson and the draft at the station on 30 April and “As the train pulled out the men were given three hearty cheers and wished God speed on their journey.” Inspector Strickland, who had recruited the would-be troopers and brought them to Ottawa, did not leave empty-handed for he departed the city on the same day with 42 new recruits for the NWMP, most of whom enlisted in the maritime provinces. The train carrying the newest members of Strathcona’s Horse rolled into Montreal in the evening, only a few hours after it had left Ottawa. The men were marched immediately from the Canadian Pacific Railway station to the docks where they boarded the Dominion liner Vancouver before nightfall. Having “presented a smart soldierly appearance as they marched through the streets,” all were tendered an informal dinner and reception once onboard. With the coming of the morning sun on 1 May, the draft exited the harbour, bound for England and eventually the seat of war.

Despite looking smart and neat, the men of the draft were soldiers in name only. Of those who had left the familiar air of Canada to assist the empire in South Africa, only a handful, six
at most, possessed some form of previous military experience. To compound matters even further, their time had not been spent constructively in training while in Ottawa, but rather in fighting fires and drawing their equipment from military stores. Most certainly, these men had left the city exactly as they had entered it, inexperienced, although they were now somewhat better dressed! Because Adamson did not recruit the draft himself – rather, he was placed in command once they had been mustered in the nation’s capital – he would have to wait for a more appropriate time to begin building the familiarity, loyalty and trust that would contribute to their overall effectiveness and efficiency. With little or no meaningful opportunities for training or making acquaintances, Agar, who was now expected to properly lead his soldiers through whatever situations occurred, was forced to play “catch-up” on both accounts while travelling to the front. Had he been able to select the men himself, this process could have at least commenced earlier, although fighting the fire in Ottawa together probably started to mould the draft, Adamson included, into a cohesive whole. More work certainly had to be done en route.

The trans-Atlantic crossing (from Canada to England) was calm and generally without significant incident, although Agar became quite sick halfway through the voyage. He later recounted the particulars of the transit for the benefit and education of Lord Strathcona. Much to his own satisfaction, he wrote, “It is worth noting that they were enlisted, transported 2,000 miles, equipped and embarked for England in the very short span of 13 days,” thus indicating that the soldiers had received little practical training. In an attempt to compensate for this marked lack of instruction, Adamson endeavoured to educate his men in the rudiments of soldiering whilst aboard ship. He recalled in the same letter, “The draft was drilled three hours a day, one hour before breakfast at physical drill, the remainder was
such movements as where [sic] possible. Being confined to the available deck space, such training was simple in its evolutions. Adamson could at least take comfort in the fact that they were now on their way to becoming soldiers in both name and ability. On the final day of the voyage to England, the men played sports and also had a concert, the proceeds of which, about $40, were to be given to “some patriotic fund.”

According to David Morrison Stewart, one of the soldiers recruited for the draft, Adamson also used this time to give “us a very nice lecture on how to carry ourselves and what we would likely have to go through.” During this discussion, he surely set forth his expectations and conveyed the message, whether explicitly or implicitly, that they were not to tarnish the good name of the regiment (and thus their benefactor) with which they now had the privilege of being associated. Judging by their later conduct, however, some of the soldiers misinterpreted Adamson’s plea to act like gentlemen. How much practical military advice he could offer to his would-be soldiers is questionable given that his experience extended only so far as the Canadian militia in Ottawa and the minimal time that he had spent in attempting to assemble a competent garrison in Halifax. Lacking wartime service, and thus the credibility that derived from it, his advice probably consisted of relevant anecdotes and a few interesting stories that he thought were applicable at the time. Not having fought in any previous conflict, his counsel was surely limited in value, but at least he attempted to inform his soldiers to the best of his knowledge and ability. Depending on the content of his lecture and the degree to which he was believable, his men may have taken some comfort from the fact that their officer at least appeared to be knowledgeable in “things military.” For their part, he knew more than they did and that was probably good enough … for now.
The *Vancouver* reached the shores of England on 10 May and docked at Liverpool. Being on a tight schedule, the draft could not enjoy the city, but rather left for the Royal Albert Docks in London soon after their arrival. Meeting his reinforcements immediately before their departure for South Africa on 11 May aboard the British transport *Assaye*, Lord Strathcona, accompanied by a large and enthusiastic crowd, “bade them God-speed” and expressed his “belief that they would emulate the excellent example of the other Canadians at the front.” Soon thereafter, “the men cheered the High Commissioner most vociferously” once he had finished inspecting his soldiers, all of whom “were in good form and excellent spirits.”67 The *Assaye*, which included drafts for other regiments now at the front,68 soon exited the harbour bound for South Africa.

Unlike the trip to England, this voyage was somewhat more eventful. As with all long transits, the soldiers occupied themselves with a diversity of activities. An outbreak of scarlet fever unfortunately forced all to remain aboard ship when they reached St. Vincent for coaling. The soldiers thus amused themselves by tossing pennies into the crystalline waters for the “native boys” to dive for, although a death from a fall while coal was being loaded cast a shroud over such jovial amusements.69 To keep fit, Adamson participated in an officers’ boxing contest, during which he received a good deal of bodily punishment, but ultimately proved victorious. He also attended a dinner to celebrate a recent British victory and spent time making his acquaintance with “three most charming old Colonels [and] a sporting little steeplechasing Major,” whom he undoubtedly regaled with his stories of his winning days at the Newmarket stakes.70

Despite his attempts to further his already-extensive list of connections, a habit that he seemed unwilling or unable to break,
Adamson still ensured that his troopers received training. Being concerned that his men lacked proficiency in certain military arts, which they truly did, he again endeavoured to impart certain skills. As he recalled in one of his letters home, he was most pleased that “They made very good shooting yesterday in spite of the rifle being quite new to them.”71 Like before, the men were “drilled daily including physical drill at 6 a.m.”72 Adamson was relieved when he found his men “keen to learn and not frightened of hard work.”73 His efforts seem to have paid in the end, for as he later related to Lord Strathcona, “many complimentary remarks have been made to me on their…general appearance and I am sure if they give us a chance you will have every reason to be proud of us.”74 Adamson and his soldiers would not have to wait long for an opportunity to test what they had learned and to reveal their true level of soldierly competence. How prepared they were for open warfare after a few weeks of training in the confined areas of the two ships remained to be seen.

South Africa

On 10 June, the Assaye finally reached South Africa.75 Adamson and his men soon moved to Maitland Camp, a mere seven miles from Cape Town, where he found that “Most of the men and officers are half invalids from the front.”76 The main body of Strathconas had just left the encampment six days before, having been assigned the task of destroying an important bridge.77 Being eager to see the front, Adamson became somewhat dejected when he was forced to wait since “I have no orders yet and no horses here for me, but hear they are somewhere.”78 Interestingly, on proceeding inland from the coast, David Stewart noted with some pride that they all had been “Treated to beer & cigars on the way to camp by the Captain.”79 Adamson’s munificence on this occasion undoubtedly served as a reward for his men who had
worked exceedingly hard on both legs of the voyage from Canada and who had not been able to enjoy the local establishments in Liverpool, London or St. Vincent. Given the tedium and restraints of shipboard life, these unexpected yet welcomed gifts surely aided morale, especially amongst the smokers and drinkers of the draft, of which there was probably no shortage of either.80 Seeing that Agar was responsible for his soldiers’ conduct, it is unlikely that he allowed them to drink to excess, but if he did, he surely removed himself before the effects of intoxication became apparent. A gentleman, to be sure, would never be seen participating in such activities with his men. On this occasion, he undoubtedly maintained his professional distance and never truly befriended his soldiers in order that he might remain impartial should he be called upon to enforce discipline, which he often did with vigour. That he was genuinely interested in their welfare is clear, but he never related to them as his equal, seeing that he was from an entirely different social and military class than they.

After being warned to be ready to move on short notice as a separate unit, Adamson kept himself and the draft busy by “drawing extra stores.” As he recalled:

> We have all plenty of work to do and the men are kept at it most of the time, though no drill to speak of, but my darling Mabel, it is very lonely work with no other officer to help me and having to decide everything myself and act entirely on my own responsibility.

His comments reflect some of his frustration with the “red tape staff officers [who] don’t give a damn for anybody and would look upon it as a capital joke to send you off only half outfitted.”81 Yet, they also suggest that Adamson was beginning to feel the pressure
of command and that he might have been questioning his ability to lead at this point. Serving in an active theatre of operations, as opposed to the stately environments of either Ottawa or Halifax, seems to have presented Agar with a number of challenges that he was not entirely prepared for or equipped to deal with.\textsuperscript{82} Along this line, one of his contemporaries once wrote, “There is no question that leadership in war is the most difficult and responsible position in which a man can be placed.”\textsuperscript{83} The change in his mood after arriving in South Africa, where his enthusiasm or lack of decisiveness could mean the difference between life and death, not only for himself but for his troopers as well, seems to have weighed heavily. Mistakes onboard ship or in Canada could largely be forgiven, but overseas, as he was now realizing, most certainly could not. The above sentiments also imply that Agar desired reassurance that he was acting appropriately and doing the right things. The absence of other officers who could validate his conduct, or correct it, coupled with the fact that he could not for professional reasons speak to his men about his own performance, lest they question his competence, became a source of stress. The loneliness of command had truly set in.

Before leaving camp, a number of changes in the composition of the draft further compounded his mounting problems. By leaving some men behind “with beastly diseases they caught from filthy women,”\textsuperscript{84} while at the same time assuming command of others whom the main body of Strathconas had not taken along when it left the staging area, Adamson became saddled with a number of new soldiers whom he knew little about and, conversely, who knew little about him. The time involved in transporting the draft from Ottawa to Cape Town at least provided an opportunity for Agar to become acquainted with his soldiers and for them to become familiar with his particular style of leadership,
personality and expectations. This transfer of personnel partially upset some of his efforts and might have, in the end, contributed to the stress that Adamson seems to have been feeling. If he had felt any degree of comfort in his relations with his men owing to the time that they had spent together thus far, he must have likewise been dismayed at the prospect of starting all over again with his newest soldiers, especially since there were so many other pressing demands that were competing for his attention and effort. After realizing that some of his work had been for naught, and that a considerable amount still awaited him, Agar began to feel somewhat despondent and demoralized.

After completing their stay at Maitland, Adamson and his now-altered draft boarded the Idaho and left for Durban in Natal where they would begin their journey to join the main body of Strathconas who were now fighting with General Sir Redvers Buller’s Natal Field Force. Before they reached their final destination, however, the vessel called at Port Elizabeth and East London. As another member of the draft later recalled, “at the former place a party of us went ashore and excited some curiosity amongst the townspeople who had never before seen troops from far-away Canada.” Speaking of the same incident, yet another soldier recorded in his dairy:

Cap’t Adamson sticks up for his men in good shape. Was telling some of the boys that the people here had a very exaggerated account of our capabilities as horsemen and he didn’t try to undeceive them so we were to do the best we can. Said they object to our saddles because they were too heavy but he said they were good enough for us.

By relating to his men the details of his encounter with some of the local inhabitants, Adamson instilled them with a sense of
pride by expressing his confidence and trust, even though he had had little opportunity to observe their martial abilities or their horsemanship. He apparently saw no reason to deflate a rumour that served the purposes of building morale. By actively encouraging the unfounded impressions held by the townsfolk, Adamson implied to those under his command that he expected them to meet the standard of conduct and performance that he had just set. Since he publicly expressed his faith in them, whatever his private opinions may have been, they undoubtedly felt obliged to demonstrate to their leader that his comments were indeed true, well founded and deserved. Most certainly, the “Cap’t seems proud of his men.”

Although Adamson did what he could to inspire his troopers and to provide them with some soldierly skills, he also strove to maintain a high degree of discipline, a practice that he continued from his days in Halifax and probably before. If he at times appeared friendly and lax with his men, he never let this occasional informality become the norm. His efforts in this regard were apparently quite successful for in terms of crime, “I have had none,” although this is probably an exaggeration. As before, he maintained order through vigilance and his willingness to punish transgressors. In disgust, he related to Mabel:

On board the Idaho I reduced Sergeant Instructor Bertram to a Corporal for going on shore at Port Elizabeth. This morning he reported sick, and the hospital return has just come in and the brute has a filthy disease caught from a dirty woman at Capetown. He has to be left behind. He was married the day before he left Ottawa and I have been very good to him, although he was never of much assistance to me.
Agar was so sickened with the sergeant's conduct that he opined, "I think men who subject themselves to such chances when they are on a game of this sort ought to be publicly disgraced as they are very short of traitors."90

Being willing to fall back upon his rank when required, Adamson also knew when to cede some of his authority to those beneath him. Before assuming their duties in the field, the draft was allowed to choose their own horses from a remount depot. Unlike the regiment proper, the draft did not bring horses with it from Canada, but rather arranged to be so equipped once in South Africa. After selecting a number of horses for himself, he "picked five of my men to pick the other 40." Since most of his troopers were originally from the West and thus probably knew more than he did about equine matters – as will be recalled, he had a number of "bronco hustlers" with him – he deferred to their better knowledge and ability in this instance. Although familiar with horses, he was after all an excellent rider, he probably did not feel comfortable selecting the horses upon which his men would depend when engaging the enemy.91 To be fair, however, his devolution of authority after he had chosen his own mounts suggests that he may simply have desired to capitalize on the present situation by selecting the very best for himself and leaving his rejects for the men to squabble over. Rank certainly had its privileges during the war and the selection of horses may have afforded him the opportunity to exercise his prerogative to his ultimate advantage. And further still, his actions may have served yet another purpose. By allowing his men to choose their own mounts, he effectively shielded himself from any future recrimination if their horses proved to be inadequate; his men could complain to him about the quality of their four-legged transport, but they could not blame him for providing worthless mares as they had been responsible for selecting them initially. It
is doubtful, however, that he would have allowed his men to ride horses that were obviously unsuited for the tasks at hand. All in all, this was a brilliant move on Adamson’s part for he gave his men a significant responsibility from which they surely derived great satisfaction. The fact that the historical record is largely devoid of any significant complaints about these horses indicates that they performed this duty well.

The stress that Adamson seems to have been feeling at this point, when first becoming acquainted with the rigours and difficulties of wartime service, did not recede quickly. When he and his men were ordered to “Charleston alone to scout the country,” he accepted the responsibility, but was somewhat uncertain as to his abilities to execute the same. He later wrote to Mabel, “They are asking a good deal of me. They offered me the job, asked me if I could do it, which of course I said I could, my only chance.”

Such a statement insinuates that Agar felt that he and the draft had to somehow prove their competence and worth to their British brothers. Whatever his private opinions may have been, he appeared outwardly confident and able, an image that must have reassured his followers. By at least suggesting that he could handle such tasks, he encouraged his subordinates to trust in him; had he panicked or appeared incompetent, however, his men would surely have doubted his ability to lead them successfully and they may not have followed him with the same amount of zeal. Of course, declining to scout ahead would have marked Adamson as a less-than efficient officer and, given his ambitions, he was not about to assume this moniker without just cause. Demonstrating his ability, conversely, ensured that his career in South Africa would at least start on a solid foundation.

Shortly after his foray to Charleston, the draft was attached to a fighting column and began actual field operations. Their duties
on the march consisted primarily of acting as either rear or advance guards, or as flanking parties or scouts, to the main body. Their lack of training in open warfare soon became readily apparent as Adamson observed, “The men are all well and fit but some of them of very little use.” While teaching soldiers aboard ship may have sufficed for drill, physical fitness and marksmanship, it certainly did not do when it came to imparting the knowledge necessary to move quickly and effectively in the field on horseback. Being ahead of the main column, one of his duties was also to commandeer supplies and to search farmsteads for weapons or other items of value. As he once noted, “Went ahead, with authority to sack a certain Rebel’s house, which we did most thoroughly.” After arriving in Standerton on 2 July 1900, the draft was attached for duty to the South African Light Horse (SALH).

This association, albeit a temporary one, was indeed a fortunate blessing. Owing to the dearth of real and meaningful training that the men had received up to this point – it would seem that they were very much expected to learn on the job – Adamson was genuinely pleased to see that “My men are learning many tips from them.” Faced with the imminent prospect of meeting the enemy, Agar put his “two troops on fighting footing, cancelled all acting appointments and made new ones and fewer, doing away with Carey and three other Lance Corporals who had failed to have any authority over their small commands.” In this regard, Agar appears to have been concerned, and perhaps worried, about the draft’s effectiveness. By replacing those whom he considered unable to lead, with presumably better-qualified or at least more promising soldiers, he demonstrated that competence would be the guiding principle since only the best and brightest would be advanced to positions of responsibility; he carried this attitude throughout his lengthy military career. Even though Agar had
prepared the draft for action, he would still have to wait a little while longer to meet the enemy since “Lt. Adamson’s party are forty miles in rear but cannot come on [to join the regiment proper] at present owing to the danger of capture by the Boers who are to be seen occasionally.” The small, scattered parties of Boers would indeed prove to be trouble as events would show.

**Canada’s Second Victoria Cross of the War – Wolve Spruit**

When attempting to link with the main body of Strathconas, who always seemed to be one step ahead of the draft, Adamson’s men met with their first real engagement of the war at Wolve Spruit, located some distance from Standerton. Since arriving in South Africa and assuming their duties as scouts and guards for various columns, they had not yet confronted the Boers in any sustained manner. This action would ultimately test the training that they had received since leaving Ottawa. For Agar, this confrontation with the enemy represented the very engagement that he had desired all along. Like his men, he too would find it a trying and difficult experience.

From Adamson’s recollection of events, both immediately after the action itself and some months later, he and his draft, along with a large party from the SALH, started from Standerton early in the morning of 5 July and headed northeast toward a party of Boers on their right flank “who were showing in small numbers at top of hill.” As the column approached, the “Enemy vanished with the supposed idea of drawing us into a trap.” [See Map 2, Sketch 1].
At this point, a small party of the SALH was detached from the main body and placed in hiding at the base of the hill on which the Boers had positioned themselves. The elevated heights provided them with a commanding view of the “open and undulating” terrain and allowed all movements below to be easily observed. Some of the remaining SALH, who carried with them a Maxim gun and a number of wagons, proceeded north-by-northwest, the idea being to lure the Boers off of the hill to pursue the Canadians, thus capturing them with the smaller force that had been concealed from view. A third detachment of the SALH was withdrawn a little and eventually circled back toward Standerton from whence they had just come, their purpose being unknown, although they may likewise have been attempting to lure the Boers from safety. Later on, this small body returned to the scene of the fighting and they, along with the other SALH left beneath the hill, engaged the Boers in this general area. A chess game of sorts was rapidly developing on the field, with each side
attempting to outwit the other by strategically placing their forces in those areas where they might meet with the most success. Unfortunately, the northernmost body of the SALH moved too far to the north and thus lost contact with the Strathconas, thus negating any support that they might have offered. Seeing these movements, however, the Boers wisely remained on the hilltop, thus causing the ruse to fail. With more Boers appearing on his left flank, Adamson altered course to move against this new position in the north, thus leaving the concealed SALH to keep the enemy that had been sighted first in check. [See Map 2, Sketch 2].

To make his thrust, Agar deployed 17 of men in an advance guard at 50 yard intervals from one another, supported 500 yards back by the remainder of his draft. [See Map 2, Sketch 3]. Suddenly, from a range of about 3,000 yards, the Strathconas in the advance guard came under an intense fire from their front. The men in
the rear rank (the supports in reserve) were brought up even with those who were leading. In an attempt to carry the hill, the entire body galloped forward to within 1,000 yards of the enemy. After advancing a fair distance, Adamson’s horse was shot in the leg, thus forcing him to dismount and to move on foot to within 500 yards of the position from which the enemy was directing their shot. To further compound the Strathconas’ difficulties, more Boers appeared to the north on their right flank; the enemy was now positioned in a horseshoe-like formation around the advancing Canadians. Despite the increased volume of fire, Adamson and his men continued to approach and engage the enemy to their front, moving to within 300 yards of the hilltop. [See Map 2, Sketch 4].

Because none of the SALH had supported the attack, they in fact were nowhere to be seen, Adamson could not overrun the Boer position and was eventually forced to retire. He had essentially
advanced himself too far forward, thereby exposing both of his flanks: the SALH on his left had moved too far north and to the west to be of any value and those concealed on his right, who were positioned to capture the Boers coming off of the hill, had meanwhile engaged the enemy to their immediate front, with the assistance from the group that had originally left in the direction of Standerton, and were pushing them eastward, thus increasing the distance between themselves and Adamson. In light of the mounting casualties to both horses and men, Agar fell back to a position some distance away from the enemy to his front. Unfortunately, two of his troopers did not see this sudden movement and continued to advance; they were easily captured by the Boers and made prisoners.

During the general retreat, when most of the men had withdrawn to a safe distance [See Position 1, Map 2, Sketch 5] Sergeant A.H.L. Richardson noticed that Alex McArthur had been dis-
mounted, wounded and left behind. To prevent him from being captured, the sergeant rode headlong into the advancing Boers who had by now left the safety of the hilltop and were giving chase, placed him on his horse and rode slowly back in the direction of the waiting Strathconas, all the while under continuous fire. Seeing Richardson and McArthur coming toward him, Adamson ordered George Sparkes, his good friend from Ottawa, and a few others who happened to be close by, to provide as much protection as their rifles would allow. As Agar later learned, Sparkes was wounded and could barely tilt his head to properly aim his rifle.

In order to avoid the cross fire that was coming from his front and right, Agar swung his remaining men around to a position on his left. [See Position 2, Map 2, Sketch 5]. Mounting some extra horses, he advanced somewhat in a north-easterly direction and gained a position which he held until nightfall, the “Enemy
fearing to advance, thinking we had strong reserves.” [See Position 3, Map 2, Sketch 5]. Once he had consolidated his position, he sent some men back to Standerton at a full gallop in order to bring up reinforcements and an ambulance to tend to the injured. All in all, Adamson thought that his men had behaved “wonderfully cool” throughout their first major engagement. As he later scrawled to Mabel, “The bullets simply flew all around your head and body. It is wonderful how any escaped.” He reassured her, as he was apt to do, “I do not think I was afraid.”

Adamson’s account of the engagement, on which this brief description is largely based, suggests a sense of orderliness and control. As revealed by the complexity of the draft’s movements – breaking into two lines, advancing as one and then retiring, followed by shorter advances in spurts – his directions were apparently heard and understood by all, except the two who were captured. Again in his reassuring tone, he related to Mabel, “The men obeyed my whistle signals wonderfully well, and appeared to do good shooting.” From his perspective, the draft’s failure to capture the hilltop resulted from the fact that the SALH had not supported his advance. In essence, they had played a very minor role in the action; had they brought their superior numbers and Maxim to bear, the situation might have been concluded in a very different manner. Without the required support, Agar and his men were left to fend for themselves, certainly not an advantageous situation considering their lack of experience and the Boers’ superior position. As if to justify his actions, he wrote, “I obeyed my orders, and the C.O. of the S.A.L.H. complimented me. My orders were to engage the enemy,” he recalled, “and await reinforcements...none of whom arrived.”

Another description of the engagement, written by a Strathcona who participated in the fighting, offers an entirely different
perspective and, it would seem, places much of the blame for the
day's failure squarely on Adamson's shoulders. Thomas Easton
Howell, who must have been on the extreme right of the line that
Adamson established in front of the enemy against which they
eventually advanced in force, as judged by his description of
events, suggests that the action was actually quite chaotic and
confusing. His account more or less parallels the general
sequence of events that Adamson offers. He recalled that when
the SH came under fire from the front for the first time, at a range
of 3,000 yards or so, “Instead of proceeding cautiously the
advance was continued at a gallop and ten minutes later we found
ourselves scattered along a wide open ridge, without any support,
and exposed to the fire of a rapidly increasing number of Boers.”
Soon thereafter, events continued to deteriorate for:

...our fellows had realized that they were in a tight
corner but no one knew were Adamson was, no orders
were given, and part of the troop was in a very exposed
position on the wrong side of a barbed wire fence. A few
minutes more and we would all have been completely
surrounded. The only thing to do, of course, was to bolt
and the whole troop was soon galloping away in all direc-
tions. At the next ridge some of us pulled up and waited
for the stragglers two of whom were riding one horse.\textsuperscript{103}

The two stragglers, of course, were Richardson and McArthur.

Certainly, Howell believed that Adamson had not conducted the
operation in a competent and cool manner. The fact that he
could not be seen by those who were looking for direction may
have resulted from the unfortunate fact that "I was dressed as a
trooper without a bandolier, but they [the Boers] were on to me
all the time."\textsuperscript{104} The loss of his horse, which compelled him
to advance on foot, may also have played a role in reducing his visibility since his galloping troopers would have quickly outdistanced him. If, however, the Boers knew that Adamson was in a position of responsibility, he must have been directing his soldiers in a visible fashion that was clearly noticeable despite his attempts at an inconspicuous dress. Although Howell likewise recalled that “Something went wrong ... and our support soon completely lost touch with us and did not turn up again,” his passing reference to this point, and his concentration on the chaos of the action itself, implies that he blamed Adamson for much of what went wrong. Agar may have acted somewhat impulsively and hastily, being in action for the first time, but as he stated, he was ordered to engage the enemy to his front and that was exactly what he did.

Interestingly, the Strathconas were not entirely unaccustomed to the type of duties that they were performing on the morning of 5 July. Only a few days earlier, and even before that, they had been scouting for the enemy in advance of a larger column. While spotting the occasional party of Boers, they neither gave chase nor engaged them in any concerted manner. On this point, Adamson observed before the action at Wolve Spruit, “The Boers although popping up all around did not show fight and I did not attack being in too small numbers and fearing being led into an ambush.” Judging by this comment, Agar at least possessed a rudimentary understanding of Boer tactics and very much desired to engage the enemy, but on his own terms and on ground that afforded him the advantage. His pursuit of the Boers on 5 July seems attributable, then, to the fact that he had been ordered to do so, in contrast to days before where the decision whether or not to engage the enemy apparently rested with him alone. The confidence instilled by larger numbers – the Strathconas and the SALH – might have provided further justification for his actions,
for while he was outnumbered on this earlier occasion, he could at least rely (theoretically) on the support of the South Africans when pursuing the Boers north of Standerton.

In recalling the day, Trooper Frank Macmillan from McGill University likewise reinforced many of the facts surrounding the engagement:

Last Saturday thirty-four of us were sent out as an advance guard to the South African Light Horse. When we got about twelve miles out and were four miles ahead of them, we saw seven Boers on a hill about a mile away. We started after them, and the beggars ran away and led us right into it, and I tell you we had all the fight we wanted for over an hour. The bullets fell like hail all around us and we lost two men, a sergeant and a trooper, whose horses were shot and who fell under the animals when we were retiring. There were also three men wounded and seven other horses shot. I had a bullet go through my coat and sweater, and it made a tear just like a cut with a knife.107

Similarly, writing some years later, Andrew Miller recorded the action in his history of the SH in South Africa. His account reinforces Howell's statements that all was not as orderly as Adamson contended. He wrote in 1912:

On July 5th, at Wolverspruit [sic], near Standerton, thirty-eight troopers of Strathcona's Horse started in pursuit of an apparently small Boer force. The chase had not proceeded far, when the Canadians discovered themselves in an ambush, with over two hundred of the enemy on either side of them, who opened fire at less
than three hundred yards range. The Boer fire plainly indicated that the Canadians were outnumbered, and that their only safety lay in a speedy retreat.

He continued that once Richardson had grabbed McArthur, his horse, being tired and exhausted, would not leap over a single strand of barbed wire that stood about two feet off of the ground and which once formed part of a three-wire fence. Richardson spurred his horse but to no avail. Only when his mount received a wound in its shoulder did the shock of the impact impel it to jump the remaining wire and to make for the Canadian lines. After conveying the two soldiers to safety, the horse later died of its wounds and the exhaustion of the chase. While waiting for the horse to jump, “The Boers...were reducing the distance, and the Canadians could again hear their calls to surrender.”

After the engagement had been concluded, Adamson returned to camp and pondered these recent events. Being impressed by Richardson’s bravery, he immediately forwarded a report to headquarters recommending that he receive the Victoria Cross (VC), the British Empire’s highest award for bravery, believing “it would be a great thing if we could get him a V.C. for Canada, the S.H. and the Mounted Police to which he belongs.” In due course, Richardson received his decoration, the citation reading:

On July 5, at Wolve Spruit, about 15 miles north of Standerton, a party of Lord Strathcona’s Corps, only 38 in number, came into contact, and was engaged at close quarters, with a force of 80 of the enemy. When the order to retire had been given, Sgt. Richardson rode back under a very heavy cross-fire and picked up a trooper whose horse had been shot and who was wounded in two places, and rode with him out of fire. At the
time when this act of gallantry was performed, Sgt. Richardson was within 300 yards of the enemy, and was himself riding a wounded horse.\textsuperscript{110}

This action was later described as "one of the most daring feats of the entire war."\textsuperscript{111} Incidentally, Richardson was an original member of the Strathconas who had served previously with the NWMP. Owing to a back injury sustained whilst unloading horses from a transport ship, he had been left behind in hospital and later joined the draft in order to reconnect with the main body. He was one of the new men that Adamson had received at Maitland Camp before moving inland.

During this brief engagement, from the time that the enemy was initially observed until the concluding act of gallantry, two men were wounded and three were taken prisoner.\textsuperscript{112} Despite the casualties, Adamson thought the day very beneficial, for the draft "are all working well, and the scrap has had a very good effect, making them look upon the game as not a joke ... but a very serious matter."\textsuperscript{113} The encounter seemed to bring everyone, Adamson included, to the full reality of the nature of conflict. They had matured quickly in the span of a few hours and now better understood the complexities of war. Having no experience with the Boers in particular, or with fighting in general, the engagement undoubtedly came as a profound shock to all and gave them much to reflect upon. The remainder of Agar’s time in South Africa could now be approached with the knowledge that command was not easy, especially in battle, and that orders, if poorly given, could have devastating consequences for those who were obliged to follow them.

With limited evidence on which to base an assessment, it is difficult to state with absolute certainty how much Adamson’s
conduct contributed to the defeat on 5 July. On the one hand, judging by the resulting effectiveness of the Boer ambush and the number of casualties that they inflicted, he appears to have acted hastily in ordering his men to the attack. Rushing forward, realizing that he was outnumbered and then retreating in haste is not suggestive of a well-conceived plan. While “dash and daring” were qualities certainly desired in officers, attributes that Agar later demonstrated he possessed in abundance, he might have realized on this occasion that his lack of battle experience warranted some initial caution. Yet, conversely, he seems to have been in the vanguard of the attack. Owing to the complexity of the draft’s movements, his troopers must have heard his whistles; the Boers certainly knew that he was in charge. Agar was definitely not hanging back and directing the fight from the rear, but was rather leading from the front, again one of his most prominent attributes. From the above description, it seems logical to assume that Adamson’s conduct on this occasion was the best that could be expected of an untested officer. He made some mistakes, but his men generally performed well under his direction. Now with their first engagement concluded, they could approach the remainder of their time in South Africa with the confidence borne of experience. No longer would they have to ponder how they would perform in battle or what battle itself would be like. A weight had finally been lifted.

**Agar’s Remaining Time in South Africa**

After this defining engagement, Adamson continued his journey to join the regiment proper. When not actively engaging the enemy or writing home to tell Mabel about his novel experiences, he thought about the recent action and analyzed not only his own performance, but that of his men as well. Agar had reason to be proud of their collective accomplishments considering that it was
their first real test of their soldierly abilities, but the incurred costs weighed heavily on his mind. In terms of casualties, this single engagement would ultimately prove to be one of the Strathconas’ worst of the entire war, although no one was killed. Adamson attempted to ensure in the days that followed that he and his soldiers would not be lured into an ambush for a second time. In this regard at least, he had learned a great deal about Boer tactics and, more importantly, about the difficulty of leading soldiers in battle and of leading well. Given these circumstances, he now approached his work with a little more caution than before, being acutely aware that his decisions could exact a heavy toll on those for whom he was responsible. Nearly a week later, on 10 July and again on 14 July, the draft recognized a number of Boers in the distance while scouting but did “no firing,” nor did they give chase.

The difficulties and hazards of campaigning, which the engagement at Wolve Spruit vividly illustrated, resulted in Agar becoming more forthright and assertive toward his superiors. Being now aware of how quickly situations could deteriorate in the field, he was much more reluctant to accept direction without first anticipating the possible outcomes. Rather than trying to impress his superiors with his willingness to engage the enemy, as had been the case when the draft was given the responsibility of scouting near Charleston shortly after their arrival in South Africa, he now conducted himself with the knowledge of a veteran, albeit a recent one, who could to some extent predict possible problems. His naivety had been replaced by a soberness that had an eye to the future. On 10 July, for instance, he immediately objected to the nature of his orders after being instructed to escort a convoy of baggage. Although he dutifully “Reported that I was ready to go ahead,” he was understandably concerned about the possible dangers owing to “my small knowledge of the direction we were
to go in [and] that we were a bit small, as the men of the Devons [Devonshire Regiment] had gone on ahead by train.” When later ordered to scout ahead to locate the enemy, he again refused until he had obtained wire cutters, a tool that would enable his force to cut through fences to pursue (or flee from) the enemy. The action at Wolve Spruit may have been playing on his mind at this moment since the wire fences in the area had proven a significant obstacle for some of his men. With only Agar’s perspective on the issue, it is exceedingly difficult to gauge the reasons behind his increased hesitancy. Nevertheless, these two successive “objections” raise the possibility that he was somewhat shaken by his first engagement and therefore a little reluctant to meet the enemy again, especially when he was disadvantaged owing to the lack of proper equipment, available reinforcements and information about the terrain. On the other hand, however, his initial unwillingness to follow his orders could also be indicative of a well-developed moral courage in which he risked his own reputation (and possibly his career) for a point of principle that he felt deserved strong voice. He certainly had the best interests of his men in mind when informing his superiors of the potential dangers of their orders, for he admitted candidly, “I do not want to have my good men shot down for the sake of a few waggons of bulley beef and biscuits.”

Whatever his reasons for objecting, Adamson took decisive measures to ensure that his next engagement would not be accompanied by significant casualties or defeat. Wolve Spruit would not be repeated. In this regard, he continued with his desire to train his men to the best of his ability whenever time and resources permitted. On 12 July, he noted, “Took my men out at 8 a.m....for two hours and a half teaching them to keep proper intervals and dressing when extending which they do not do very well.” Such a comment suggests that the men’s spacing
during the earlier engagement may not have been proper and may have, in the end, contributed to some of the difficulties that they had encountered during their brush with the Boers. After this exercise, he conducted dismounted drill, a kit inspection and then marched them to water. Once the men had completed a general fatigue, he ordered a saddling harness parade, an inspection of arms, and then he dismissed them for dinner, but not before “reminding them that in future they had better be more careful about keeping their distance and dressing when patrolling.” His exhausting and varied regimen on this day certainly seems more consistent with punishment than with meaningful and thoughtful training! In his estimation, mistakes that were made in the past would certainly not be made again.

True to form, Adamson maintained a strict discipline within his command, a trait that by now had become one of his strongest attributes. After receiving word that the Provost-Marshal had a man in custody who was “very drunk and trying to shoot all comers,” Agar “had him put in the guard tent and am sending him under arrest to Col. Steel [sic] later. He was just returning from Hospital at Durban, and I hear is a general bad character.”

Aside from these incidents, the draft experienced little additional excitement on their way to join the main body of SH, which they finally did at Watervaal on 17 July. Their arrival after such a long journey elicited little comment amongst the men who had served with the regiment from the outset. George Bowers, for instance, simply noted in his diary, “The draft have joined.” Years later, Steele recalled:

Lieutenant Adamson, with 38 men and 40 horses, reported to me as a reinforcement from Canada. They had been sent by Lord Strathcona to fill up casualties,
and were a very good lot. I posted them to the regiment at once, keeping them in a troop under Adamson.\footnote{123}

Once the men of the draft had had sufficient time to prove themselves, Steele became a little more forthcoming in his praise. As he would later write, “I was very much pleased with their appearance and their conduct since has proved them to be a good class of men and interested in the work.”\footnote{124} Although Steele’s comments are few, they nevertheless provide insight into some of his own leadership abilities. Apparently understanding the fact that soldiers tend to work better under those with whom they are familiar and in whom they trust, he sent the draft to the field under their own officer, rather than dividing them amongst the regiment as a whole. However, each of the troops and squadrons under Steele’s command had been recruited along territorial lines and so his actions in this regard may simply have been an attempt to keep those men from the same area of Canada together, as had been done throughout the rest of the regiment. By maintaining the draft’s integrity, he nevertheless avoided the difficulties that Adamson’s men would have faced when attempting to integrate themselves into a pre-existing team that was already functioning well. Such disruptions would not have proven beneficial to either.

That Steele thought the draft “a very good lot” and “a good class of men” suggests that Adamson had done a fine job in transforming his western recruits into an efficient body and that, for the most part, they trusted him. To be sure, the time that he had spent with them, both in conversation and in training while\textit{ en route} to South Africa, facilitated this end. That they had shared their first battle together probably reinforced their connection with their leader, and he with them, for everyone in the draft now shared a common experience around which they
could solidify. Agar was apparently quite happy with the present arrangements for he wrote Mabel, “Have been given my draft as a separate command.” This situation, however, did not last, as the draft was taken from him less than a month later. As he noted with some disappointment, “The draft was broken up on leaving Paarde Kop, as it gave one Squadron 5 troops. I am in command of No 4 Troop, A Squadron, with 12 of my old lot. I picked the best…. The others are drafted into different troops.” With the regiment being actively engaged in operations at this time, neither Steele nor Adamson had much opportunity to give the newly arrived draft any additional training. Rather, they were integrated into the larger whole and, like the others, were very much expected to learn “on the job.”

Once Adamson joined the balance of the regiment, he more or less disappears from the historical record, save for his letters to his wife that unfortunately end in mid-August; he is not heard from again until some months later. The near total lack of references to his later performance suggests, at first glance, that he was neither so outstanding as to deserve public compliment, nor so incompetent as to warrant public censure. Rather than operating as a separate entity, his fate and fortunes were now tied to that of the Strathconas themselves, and this fact, combined with his valuable experiences to date, may have removed some of the pressures that he had been feeling. In contrast to his time at Maitland, he now had other officers to assist him in his work. For at least the next month, he continued with the various duties that he and his men had performed since arriving in South Africa. Writing to Mabel, he noted, “Our particular work is to either scout, protect [the] column or gallop up, drawing the fire of the enemy, [and] pretending to retire, endeavouring to draw them out in the open.” Other duties also included “rebel chasing, farm burning, and collecting civilians for shipment to
concentration camps.” Despite these general responsibilities, he was nevertheless involved in the capture of three different towns in quick succession.

In August, in one of his first major actions after Wolve Spruit, Adamson and his soldiers played a key role in capturing Amersfoort. Outlining the general situation for his wife, Agar wrote, “I had the advance guard and 2 small galloping guns under me, with orders to enter if possible, if not hold for main column (flying) to come up.” With understandable pride, he also recalled for her benefit, “I was the first to reach the actual Town being in the centre of the semi circle the advance guard formed.” His comments quite clearly indicate that he led from the front on this particular occasion, and by so doing, set the example for all others to follow. Being conspicuously exposed, he encouraged his troopers to follow him as he implied through his actions and presence that he was willing to share the same amount of risk as they. The relative ease with which Amersfoort was captured prompted Steele to write after the war, “The behaviour of the regiment on this occasion was excellent. The whole of it screened the front and flanks during the march, and by skilful work on the part of the corps the enemy’s positions were turned and he was forced to retire.” Perhaps more importantly, he also saw fit to mention that “The officers of the regiment worked so well that it would be hard to make individual mention.” Steele did not confine his praise entirely to his officers alone, for he noted that his soldiers “behaved splendidly displaying great caution.”
Map 3: Movements of Strathcona’s Horse, mid-1900.
Adamson again led from the front as the SH approached the town of Emerlo. He later recalled, "I had a troop on the flank the next day, and owing to the advance guard mixing up their orders, got into Ermilo [sic] ahead of them." Not to be deprived of the benefits that by rights accompanied being first into town, Agar immediately commandeered one of the nicest houses and, much to his surprise and satisfaction, "It turned out to be owned by a very rich Hungarian Merchant who I found to be a Mason." While he and the other officers of the SH enjoyed this gentleman's company, aided in no small measure by "most excellent Claret ... and sweet champagne, a most comfortable bed, cigars and cigarettes," Adamson ensured that the occupying troops did not destroy the merchant's property by posting his men at key locations on his estate and throughout the town. While using his soldiers in this manner may seem unfair – Adamson clearly benefited the most – the men probably did not mind too much as some were allowed to sleep in the stables, rather than under the stars and clouds as they had been accustomed. Because of this exchange, "the brother lost nothing by being a Mason and we gained much." Once these two towns had been captured, the SH moved against and captured Carolina where they "blew up the powder magazine."134

Adamson always seemed to be in the vanguard of the advance. When recalling the capture of Machadodorp, T.E. Howell, whom Agar had selected to remain with him when the draft was disbanded, noted, "My troop was first into the town and most of the men, hot and breathless with running, headed straight for the hotel where we helped ourselves freely to liquid refreshment and cigars." Later on in the day, after noticing a group of British soldiers "helping themselves to everything they could lay their hands on," the some men from SH "joined them in this congenial work and came out of the store with our pockets stuffed
full of things.” Although Agar was not necessarily with his men while they plundered the town, he apparently turned a blind eye to their illegal activities. Had he attempted to intervene, he would have surely received their ire and spite for looting had by this time become a common practice in the regiment.

On 1 September, after the SH had begun their advance through a feature known as Crocodile Valley, they noticed a Boer convoy approaching a long and difficult slope at the other end of the ravine, an obstacle that would slow their progress and offer the pursuing British column a chance to capture many valuable stores and to seize many prisoners. After observing such a tempting prize, some scouts belonging to SH “pushed their horses forward at the gallop until within four hundred yards of it.” Lacking support and being mounted on now-tired horses, they were compelled to retire. Nevertheless, half an hour later:

...a troop of Strathcona’s Horse under Lieut. Adamson took up the pursuit, but the convoy had then reached the head of the valley and was disappearing among the hills. As the pursuit proceeded, the regiment followed at a rapid pace close behind. Overtaking the rear guard near a farm house at the foot of the hills, Lieut. Adamson and his men carried on dismounted action, but as the regiment was halted and ordered to go into bivouac he returned, although the scouts remained out until dark. The troop had retired some distance before it was discovered that one of its number, Pte. McGillivray, was missing. An attempt was made to find him, but the search was fruitless. The Boers had been quick to occupy the ground Lieut. Adamson had vacated, and had made the missing man a prisoner.”
Six months later, Adamson learned for himself the true fate of his trooper whom he thought dead up until this point. His letter to Mabel, in which he relates much of the same story as above, offers an extraordinary glimpse into his character and leadership abilities and thus is worth quoting at length:

My man McGillvery [sic] lost and supposed to be killed at Badfontein Valley has turned up in South Africa a returned prisoner. There has hardly been a day that I did not think I should have gone further into the enemy’s lines to find him, although at the time had I done so and this I thoroughly understood we must have lost half our men and a whole squadron of the S.A.L.H. under a seasoned officer refused to even support us and declined to even remain with me which we did do for three hours after they left us. As things turned out my judgment was fortunately a proper one as they had a trap for us and not one of us could have pulled out alive had we fought for it, as I fancy we should. It now appears that McGillvray [sic] after passing the third donga (after which I thought all my men safe) and well out of fire, went off after some chickens he heard cackling and was collared by the enemy, who thought we would returned for him. Had I done so we would all have fallen into a trap and for the sake of a man who says the Boers treated him very well, and he was much more comfortable with them than with us, and was sorry when they were forced to give him up. It is just as well we did not. You have no idea darling how happy this piece of news has made me, and taken a great weight off my mind, for while it was by no means cowardice (much as you may doubt it, knowing how you fancy I value my skin) that prevented my rushing what I felt sure to be a trap. I had 50 men under me and only
myself to decide and did not wish to lead them into trouble. The next day I picked 12 men to go over the ground. The rest of this story you know. Anyway it has helped to make my reminiscences of S.A. [South Africa] less unpleasant than they were.\textsuperscript{137}

Agar's private confessions to his wife, in which he could scarcely contain his joy, confirm that he was generally interested in and deeply concerned about the welfare of his soldiers. His admission that he felt responsible for the trooper's demise, as well as for the well-being of everyone else under his command, is very much in keeping with his character and personality. His comments further reveal that he valued life and did not wish to expose his soldiers to unnecessary danger, however noble and honourable the cause. He again implies that the pressure and solitude of command weighed heavily on his shoulders, but that some of this burden was alleviated by the news that all was indeed well. The relief he felt probably resulted in no small measure from his rationalization that any mistakes that he might have made, or any actions that he did not take, were now inconsequential and of little moment since the trooper was found safe, alive and very well cared for. If Adamson is to be criticized, it might be for failing to account for all of his men, but this expectation is probably somewhat unrealistic given the confusion that would have occurred during the action in question and the fact that McGillivray went off on his own accord without informing others of his intentions.\textsuperscript{138}

Agar's concern for his men was not simply a literary ploy to gain credit with and sympathy from his wife, as T.E. Howell in recalling the action later wrote, "Finally Adamson unwilling to imperil the safety of all for the sake of one gave the order to retire and the troop rode reluctantly away. Once out of range, however, we halted and examined the surrounding country for signs of the missing man."\textsuperscript{139}
Unfortunately, very little is known about Adamson’s activities during the months of September and October. Because his correspondence from this period has not survived, there is very little to say about his specific involvement in the Strathconas’ subsequent engagements. The fact that his subordinates neither recorded his activities nor their impressions of him in their personal reflections only complicates the matter further. Agar’s conduct, along with that of the remainder of the regiment, was sufficient enough to encourage Lord Strathcona to write after the war:

> It is hardly necessary for me to say that I am very proud of Strathcona’s Horse. The men were evidently all that could be desired and I have every reason to be grateful for the way in which they were led by the Officers who were appointed to command them.

All in all, given his past record, he probably continued to lead from the front while at the same time keeping the welfare of his soldiers foremost in mind. If his past behaviour is any indication, he surely maintained discipline within his troop and punished those who transgressed the bounds of acceptable conduct. Agar would have agreed with Steele’s comment that “There are a few men who ought not to be in the corps, but strict discipline keeps them in order. No one can avoid getting men who have made a mistake in joining, such men thought war was a picnic.” According to one member of the draft, “The rovers and adventurers of no fixed occupation who always turn up when there are heads to be broken” were apparently “well represented” in the regiment. Additional experience would have given Agar a better understanding of the difficulties of leading men against a determined enemy. That he had much to learn still is suggested by his admission to Mabel, “There are many tricks...
about campaigning, which had I know [sic], I would have bought several things." 145 Almost certainly, he continued to develop into a competent and trusted officer on whom his subordinates could depend. With additional time, Agar gained a further appreciation of the men whom he commanded. Although a man apart, being from a different class, he understood how to relate to his soldiers in a way to which they responded positively. Rather than rely exclusively on his rank and authority like some, he knew how to motivate them, such as by playing to their sense of pride and giving them significant responsibilities. Over the course of the next few months, he undoubtedly continued on this track and furthered his understanding of his men’s needs, wants and desires.

While in South Africa, Adamson very much preferred the company of his British counterparts, with whom he seems to have become a favourite, than that of his own brother officers. 146 Perhaps owing to his upbringing, the time that he had spent at Cambridge and his subsequent relationships with many peers of the realm, he related better with the former than with the latter. Truly, he “had no difficulty whatever with the British officers, whom he preferred to his ‘crude’ and ‘uncivilized’ compatriots.” 147 In his letters home, Agar gossiped frequently about many of his military (but in his opinion, not his social) superiors. Of the regiment’s officers generally, he thought them “a very mixed lot.” 148 In his estimation, because of this mediocrity, “The men are heartily sick of most of their officers who with few exceptions are…a most incompetent lot, very selfish, and most ignorant, and not particularly anxious to learn.” 149 He likewise thought the surgeon “a shocking bounder.” 150 Adamson, however, reserved his most caustic and venomous criticism for Steele, who, “lacking polish [is] generally rude to everybody.” 151 Owing to his lack of respect for his CO, “I personally have not spoken a word to him
At least from his perspective, he “made no enemies” amongst his brother officers despite his intense dislike of them. His lack of rivals resulted from his unwillingness to publicly voice his dislike of those with whom he was forced to serve and his ability to maintain a façade that bespoke professionalism and cordiality. His private opinions, which contain an element of arrogance, remained guarded and were apparently never allowed to adversely affect his relations with his fellow officers. As he once related to Mabel, “I did my duty while playing the game under most trying circumstances often and always in most [uncongenial] company, but did not express my views.” What they thought of this well-bred and well-read Anglophile is unknown. While he remained loyal to his superiors in that he followed their orders and did not cause a noticeable amount of trouble, his approach could be described as dishonest and two-faced. From his candid admissions, it seems that Agar was a competent actor, being able to maintain an air of friendliness with his fellow officers, while internalizing an extreme aversion to their characters and personalities.

Invalided and Recuperation

In many of the “glorious little wars” that Great Britain fought during the nineteenth century, disease posed a much greater threat to life than did the enemy; the conflict in South Africa was indeed no different. On the veldt, enteric fever proved to be a significant problem as scores of soldiers either died from this malady or were sent to hospital to recover. Within SH, the incidence of disease increased in September, October and November. George Bowers recorded in his diary that the regimental surgeon sent many to hospital in late-October owing to dysentery and other illnesses. Steele similarly noted, “We have a great many suffering from slight attacks of fever, and
dysentery, but none serious.” Being a constant threat to the regiment’s strength and effectiveness, it was only a matter of time before illness of one sort or another claimed more victims. Having thus far escaped the enemy’s guns, Adamson soon fell ill in early-November and was eventually sent to hospital to recuperate, a transfer that effectively ended his association with SH in the field. At the end of the month, after spending some time in hospital, he was invalided back to England. Leaving Cape Town aboard the steamship Oratava, he undoubtedly thought about being reunited with his wife, with whom he had corresponded so frequently, and also about the regiment in which he had served for roughly four months through an arduous and often frustrating campaign.

Once reunited with Mabel in London, the couple spent some time in the city together and then left in mid-January 1901 for “the south of Europe” where Agar hoped “to recover his health in the milder climate.” The time spent in France seems to have been the soothing salve that Agar required for word later reached Canada that he was “rapidly recovering his health and strength.” Being pleased with his progress, he also confessed, “Am bucking up down in this beautiful part of the country every day.” His convalescence allowed him and his new bride to continue their married life under more suitable and stable conditions, that is, together. Although married in November 1899, much of the following year had been occupied with Agar’s pursuit of his military ambitions, whether in Halifax or South Africa. Unfortunately for them both, the time that they spent together in France did not last.

**London**

After recuperating sufficiently, Agar returned to London to attend to personal matters. When not attempting to pass his
medical boards\textsuperscript{163} or wrestle his pay from the WO, Adamson, true to form, spent much of his time cultivating his many refined interests and circulating in the refined atmosphere of high society. Meals at the Trocadero\textsuperscript{164} and shopping excursions to Harrods\textsuperscript{165} were mixed with attempted visits to Lady Dudley, Lord Strathcona and Lord Dundonald, in addition to Mrs. Hutton, the wife of Major-General Hutton, his old militia acquaintance.\textsuperscript{166} Agar’s military interests did not suffer either during his sojourn for he received dinner invitations from distinguished soldiers\textsuperscript{167} and met briefly with “General Cleary under who I served for three weeks.” Of this latter meeting, Agar boastfully recalled, “He was very nice and of the opinion that the Strathcona’s \textsuperscript{sic} should be turned into a School of Instruction to the English mounted troops.”\textsuperscript{168} Perhaps to his pleasure, he also spent some time gossiping about Steele’s inappropriate and unbecoming behaviour at two luncheons given to the regiment by Lord Strathcona.\textsuperscript{169}

**Back in Canada**

Adamson’s stay in London ended with his return to Canada aboard the SS Minnehaha in March 1901. The company with whom he was forced to travel did not necessarily live up to the standard to which he had become accustomed. As he observed, “We have about 60 passengers, none of them look nice, and I greatly fear not much amusement to be got out of them.”\textsuperscript{170} His temporary confinement was soon ended, no doubt with much relief, upon his return to the familiar sights and personalities of upper-class Ottawa. Old activities that once provided him with much amusement were taken up again with renewed vigour and interest. Over the course of the next few months, Agar dined with the Speaker of the Senate and the head of the Geological Survey.\textsuperscript{171} He also took in a “Very jolly little dinner
at Government House,” after which he “Had a talk to Their [Excellencies] after the rest had left.” Again, he did not let his military interests wane for he attended “a supper party at the Club…with some gentleman troopers of S.H.” Charity balls, riding parties, skating parties, a hunting trip to Quebec and his regular militia duties all served to occupy Agar during the months that followed his premature return from South Africa. Many of his acquaintances in the city were quite happy to hear of his safe return for “The Masonic Lodge are presenting me with a really handsome pair of hair brushes.”

**South Africa … again**

At least for the moment, Agar’s ambition and quest for adventure would not let him settle back into the stately and privileged lifestyle that he had enjoyed prior to his first appointment. Perhaps a dinner given by the Governor General to commemorate the battle of Paardeberg rekindled or reinforced his desire for a commission that would again take him overseas to South Africa. His military acquaintances in London may also have set his mind thinking about his return to the sun and sand, for while in the city, he begged Mabel, “if they ever again really want my advice and assistance, you will spare me won’t you darling and pretend you like it.” Unlike before, however, when he could only rely on the goodwill and patronage of an impressive retinue of supporters and on the few practical skills that he had gleaned from the militia, he could now cite meaningful military experience as an additional qualification. The time spent with Strathcona’s Horse, both with the draft and regiment proper, gave him a good appreciation of the confusion of war and, perhaps more significantly, of the difficulties of leading soldiers. The knowledge that he could now impart was based on real and relevant experience drawn from the present war, rather than
from anecdotes or stories taken from policing or Canada’s earlier military commitments such as the North-West Rebellion of 1885. The limited experience that he gained through the militia could only go so far in developing his ability as a competent and effective officer, yet his active service in South Africa, where casualties were incurred and the real demands of active campaigning were fully realized, provided him with a more complete, if quick, education. His experience, and consequent rise in credibility, was a point that he would not allow to go unnoticed by those whom he now petitioned.

In late-March 1902, with an air of confidence and certainty, Adamson wrote to the Minister of Militia and Defence, “I should like to place my services at your disposal again, and if you see fit to give me the command of a squadron, with the rank of Captain, in the contingent now being formed for South Africa, I shall be very proud to accept it.” His brief appeal made note of the fact that the draft under his command had engaged the enemy on two separate occasions prior to joining the remainder of the regiment, with the obvious implication being that these engagements had both been successful. Adamson was also quick to note that he had recommended Richardson for the VC. Associating himself with a recent war hero provided some advantages as well, although he was wise to omit that his own lack of expertise had contributed to the situation in which Richardson had earned his decoration. Having briefly summarized the highlights of his short but eventful career in South Africa, he hoped that “I am not presuming in asking you to consider my claim for a captaincy.”

Approximately one week later, in early-April, Adamson composed a second petition that not only echoed many of the sentiments expressed in the first, but which also described his
experiences in the Canadian militia, in Halifax and in South Africa, in much greater detail. Lieutenant-Colonel A.L. Jarvis, the CO of the GGFG and the individual to whom Adamson appealed for assistance, was so impressed by the accomplishments of the young veteran that he “strongly recommended” him for further consideration. “In further support of my claims for the appointment as a Senior Captain in the force about to be enrolled for active service,” Adamson wrote, “I would state that I was appointed Lieutenant in Strathcona’s Horse and was placed in sole command of a draft of 50 men sent from Canada to reinforce that Regiment. Of these the great majority had actually no military experience whatever.” He also made it known that he had been “highly complimented by Colonel Byng in Regimental Orders” when attached to the SALH. Such statements as these alluded to his leadership abilities for the reader was led to draw the natural conclusion that if the draft had been successful, then their accomplishments must have resulted in no small measure from the control and influence that Adamson exercised. As if his past experiences were not quite enough, he noted for effect, but perhaps somewhat needlessly, “I have an equitation certificate.” In conclusion, he ventured “to hope that my special experience and service while in sole charge and command of this draft, and my subsequent service throughout the war and my record in the Active Militia of Canada may entitle me to be favourably considered in this request.”

To add to these petitions, Adamson also received recommendations from Lieutenant-Colonel W.E. Hodgins and Lieutenant-Colonel F. Toller, both of whom once commanded the GGFG. Ironically, his former CO in South Africa, Sam Steele, also offered his good praises for the young officer. While Agar possessed little respect for the man, he thought the drunkard-cum-bully a suitable and adequate choice to offer him a
recommendation to further his ambitions. Approaching his former CO took considerable gall and clearly reveals that Adamson was not averse to advancing himself by those means that he deemed most likely to succeed, whatever they may have been. A glowing recommendation from a senior officer with field experience was truly a valuable piece of paper. The fact that Steele recommended Adamson at all is extremely interesting, especially given the latter’s feelings and previous comments toward the former. Evidently, Adamson did keep his opinions to himself, so much so that Steele was entirely unaware of his subordinate’s feelings toward him. A competent actor indeed! That a recommendation was offered suggests that the public and private relationship between the two men was fairly calm and cordial, despite an underlying animosity on Agar’s part. If Steele had desired to see Adamson’s career stymied, he could have offered a severe critique of the young officer or simply withheld comment altogether.

In due course, Adamson received a commission as a junior, not a senior, captain in the 6th Canadian Mounted Rifles (CMR). When reading Agar’s petitions, one can sense that he believed himself somehow “entitled” to a commission at a higher rank than before for, as he himself put it, he was making a “claim” for a captaincy. Unlike other petitioners, many of whom simply asked to be commissioned in whatever capacity possible so that they might serve in South Africa, Adamson was very particular as to what he expected from the government and why he should receive it. His experience led him to believe that he deserved favourable consideration and a rank that was more befitting of his station and qualifications. The time that he had spent on the veldt, if nothing more, certainly gave him additional confidence and an air of haughtiness.
As it turned out, Adamson was indeed a valuable asset to 6 CMR for it “contained a core of professional officers, [but] few had combat experience.”\textsuperscript{184} Although the CO and the Second-in-Command, Lieutenant-Colonel J.D. Irving and Major W.D. Gordon, respectively, were both professional soldiers, neither had served in South Africa. As before, “The officers chosen to command...were a mix of the tired, the trusted, and the ambitious. For many, an advancement in rank provided an inducement to join; all stood a good chance of exchanging their war experience for a promotion upon their return.” To be sure, most of the men who were recruited to fill the ranks lacked any previous military experience, while the remainder “claimed only temporary and frequently nominal membership in the Canadian militia.”\textsuperscript{185} The opportunity thus presented itself whereby Adamson could impart advice to both those above and below him concerning the enemy, their style of warfare and what one could expect while on active service since he had “learned the wiliness of the Boers and knew when and how to strike.”\textsuperscript{186} In contrast to before, he could now impart more meaningful and realistic advice based on his own personal successes and shortcomings. His credibility as a veteran could now be put to good use in heightening the quality and usefulness of his sermons. Having experience with veteran soldiers also set him apart from others.

On 17 May 1902, 6 CMR left Halifax aboard the Winifredian, having spent minimal time in the city. Like the other contingents raised for service in South Africa, some of the time in transit was spent on drill, rifle practice and attending lectures on tactics. To the disappointment of some (and perhaps to the jubilation of others), peace was finally declared two weeks later, thus ending the war and the regiment’s raison d’être. Adamson reacted poorly to the news. Writing to Mabel, he made known from Durban that “I am severely disappointed not to have had a
chance at doing something, and in this Regiment there would have been more of it than with the Strathconas.\textsuperscript{187} A few weeks later, he similarly lamented, “You probably know the bad luck. We have all been ordered home at once.”\textsuperscript{188} His frustration must have weighed heavily, for his efforts in gaining a second commission had amounted to naught.

Although Agar did not have the opportunity to lead his subordinates against the enemy, the results of which might have confirmed if his earlier experiences had indeed made him a better officer, he certainly seems to have learned something from his first visit to South Africa. He observed in one of his letters, “We have done very little drilling, which is possible [sic] a mistake.”\textsuperscript{189} Apparently referring to 6 CMR as a whole, rather than to himself particularly, Agar acknowledged the value of undertaking some sort of training regimen when time and opportunity so permitted, although he understood that aboard ship, the resources and space required for meaningful instruction were at a severe premium. Despite these shortcomings, Adamson was “very well pleased with my Squadron.”\textsuperscript{190}

Seeing no possibility of active service, 6 CMR sailed home. Rather than return with his regiment, Agar decided to remain in South Africa to investigate farming opportunities and the possibility of obtaining a British commission. His agricultural schemes failed to come to fruition and, with some frustration and discontent reported, “I have tried in vain to get a Military job of any kind but they are firm and in spite of my being on the Reserve of Officers of the British Army, they will not employ over-seas Colonials.”\textsuperscript{191} After realizing that his future did not lie in this part of the world, he returned to Canada and his much beloved wife, thus ending his military service in the South African War.

CRAIG LESLIE MANTLE
Concluding Thoughts

After his two trips to South Africa, Adamson could fairly claim that he was an experienced and seasoned soldier. While his campaign medal would provide a “badge of social respectability” and a certain amount of credibility amongst his military acquaintances, both superior and subordinate alike, the lessons that he had learned about leadership, about soldiers in general and about himself in particular, were of much greater value. His service during the South African War certainly gave him much to reflect upon. Despite his early difficulties, he had reason to be proud of his accomplishments. All in all, he had led a draft of western-men with no military experience to South Africa without major incident, had led them through some difficult engagements with relatively few casualties, had provided the best training that space, time and resources would allow, had kept them in good, if not strict, discipline (although he sometimes may have turned a blind eye to looting!), and had become an efficient officer during his months with Strathcona’s Horse and the 6th Canadian Mounted Rifles. Above all else, he apparently learned, or at least confirmed, a great deal about the nature of soldiers. Like other veterans, he understood that leading in active operations against an enemy was a demanding, if not a stressful, responsibility that required the greatest of care and concern. The pressure of actual battle demanded that he act more decisively, more forcefully, and more quickly than he ever had to in the past. Not surprisingly, he made a few initial mistakes, but made a determined effort to correct such deficiencies. During his time in South Africa, Agar acquainted himself with the nuances of leadership in the field and strove to become a better officer by learning from his own experiences, as well as from those of others.
Given his military interests and ambitions, it is perhaps fitting and appropriate that he was also connected with Canada’s second Victoria Cross of the South African War. In many respects, he exemplified the type of man that many in turn-of-the-century society were encouraged to be: dashing, dapper, courageous and imperialistic. Indeed, one of his sergeants earned the empire’s highest award for bravery under his command. In the years that followed, the story of how Arthur Richardson came to rescue a wounded mate was undoubtedly told and retold to inquisitive listeners at innumerable dinner parties and nightly soirees. Agar was a good storyteller and this was a good story. What he probably failed to mention though, was that his mistakes, to one extent or another, had led to the situation that forced Richardson to act in the first place. Had he not been so hasty in ordering his men forward, it is conceivable that this brave and gallant act would never have been required at all.

In the autumn of 1914, Agar returned to military service as a captain with the PPCLI. Over the next four years, he would rise to command his regiment, earn the Distinguished Service Order and ruin his health. While the pressure of command certainly weighed on him during his time in South Africa, when he met the Boers only occasionally and was responsible for a relatively small number of men, it eventually became unbearable during the First World War when he was accountable for an entire battalion that made constant and costly contact with the Germans. To be fair, however, neither war was comparable to the other. Until that time, however, Agar would have to content himself with what opportunities the Canadian militia afforded.

While his career with the PPCLI is certainly beyond the scope of this book, it seems reasonable to suggest, tentatively of course, that the leadership lessons that he learned in South Africa
provided a strong foundation upon which much of his subsequent military behaviour was based. Having already learned many of the differences between leading citizen-soldiers in a militia setting and leading citizen-soldiers in the field against a determined enemy, he could now strive to replicate his successes while at the same time avoiding the paths that had earlier led to failure. In France and Belgium, Agar relied on many of the same leadership techniques that he had refined or developed in South Africa, probably because he found them to work so well. During both conflicts, for instance, he always spent time learning about those under his command since, in his opinion, “it is inclined to help the men if they know you take more than a general interest in them.” In addition, when serving in the trenches, he, as before, tried to limit the needless risk to which his soldiers were exposed. During the First World War, Agar could usually be found in forward positions with his soldiers, a characteristic that he continued from his time in the vanguard of attacks in South Africa. As is sure, simply locating examples of duplicate behaviour between the two wars, of which there are more, does not conclusively prove that Agar used his earlier experiences to influence his subsequent conduct, but it is an intriguing possibility that certainly deserves attention.

In addition, some of his attitudes also changed as a result of his twenty years of service. Reflecting the common thought at the turn-of-the-century, for instance, he initially believed that officers should be men of station who possessed the right upbringing, background and schooling. Patronage was a means for advancement that should be exploited. In contrast, he realized during the Great War that some men from the ranks, regardless of their pre-war social standing or occupation, made very good officers or NCOs owing to the practical knowledge that they had accrued at the front. By this time, in his estimation,
ill-used and ill-advised patronage had become a scourge to Canada’s professional army and he often attempted to limit its pervasive and destructive influence. This change in perception probably resulted from the many opportunities that he had to watch his soldiers perform in the face of the enemy and that he himself had risen largely, if not exclusively, on merit. Seeing the successful manner in which they handled men in difficult and trying circumstances probably destroyed his preconceived notions that only the well-bred should be commissioned or advanced. The frequent need to replace casualties, something that he had not been forced to do in South Africa to any great extent, seems to have contributed to this realization as well by compelling him to select those individuals who were best suited to command, regardless of their social pedigree. During the First World War, when he was responsible for the success of the PPCLI, he certainly became more willing to sacrifice social graces and table manners for battlefield efficiency, although competency always remained a guiding principle. Again, examining this and other attitudinal shifts in order to further understand his character would surely be profitable.

All in all, Agar was a dynamic individual who developed significantly as a leader over time. He was neither static nor inert in his thinking, for he learned from past lessons and allowed them to guide his future conduct, at least in South Africa. His early experiences transformed him into a better soldier and provided him with valuable knowledge about leadership in general and the men whom he was charged with leading. Whereas in 1900, his extensive connections with the upper-echelons of society set him apart from his contemporaries, in 1914, it was his status as a veteran of Canada’s most recent war that distinguished him from many, but certainly not all, of his fellow soldiers. Now that some of the groundwork has been laid, investigating his
accomplishments, character and personality during the First World War will undoubtedly reveal just how influential his time in South Africa truly was.

Everyone, it would seem, learned from their mistakes on the veldt and strove to become better soldiers and better leaders. As Lieutenant-Colonel Steele once reported to Lord Strathcona:

The men are in good spirits and admirable in their conduct, of which I am sure your lordship will be glad. The fighting has been as heavy as any in the war. Great experience has saved the troops from heavy losses such as took place at other times during the war.196

When called upon again to lead men into battle, Agar Adamson was no doubt thankful for his earlier opportunities. He had already learned many costly lessons about leadership and thus was somewhat more ready than his brother officers to face the uncertainties and difficulties that awaited them all. For that, his subordinates were undoubtedly grateful.
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